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Abstract 
We introduce relative sequentiality and some related properties. These concepts shed some light 
on very interesting but still largely unknown land lying between subsequential spaces and spaces 
of countable tightness. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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With each topological property P one can often associate its relative version formulated 
in terms of location of a subspace Y in a space X in such a way that when Y coincides 
with X then the relative property coincides with P. Along this general idea many relative 
properties have been studied, for instance relative normality [3], relative properties of 
compactness type [ 1,2,5], relative symmetrizability [3,4], relative metrizability [4] and 
so on. In this paper we study relative sequentiality and related properties. Little is known 
about classes of spaces lying between subsequential spaces and spaces of countable 
tightness. We expect that our relative sequential properties would be rather helpful to 
bridge these two classes of spaces. 
Throughout this paper w always denotes the set of nonnegative integers, and no sepa- 
ration axioms are assumed beforehand. 
Let us say that X is jlter-Fre’chet, or T-Frkhet, if for each A c X and each 
5 E 2 \ A there is a sequence [ = {3n: n E ti) of filter-bases 3n on the set A such 
that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
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(FFl) For each n E w there is F, E Fn such that z 4 z. 
(FF2) For each neighborhood U of z in X there is no E w such that if n 2 no, then 
F, c U for some F, E &. 
If 5‘ is as above, we shall say that < is a Frkhet Jilter-sequence for x and A. 
A space X is said to be strongly jilter-Frkhet, or strongly F-Frkhet, if for each 
A c X and each x E ‘;;i \ A there is a sequence < = {Fn: n E U} of filter-bases Fn 
on the set A such that conditions (FFl), (FF2) are satisfied and the following condition 
(FF3) holds: 
(FF3) For each n E w there is F E Fn such that 1 FI < w. 
In what follows, Y is a subspace of a space X. We say that a subset A of X is 
concentrated on Y, if A c1 Y is dense in A. We say that Y is cr-sequential in X, if for 
each A c X concentrated on Y such that A I- Y is not closed in Y, there is a sequence 
of points of A converging to a point in X \ A. Clearly, a space X is o-sequential in 
itself if and only if X is sequential. The next assertion is obvious: 
Proposition 1. If X is an cr-sequential space, then every subspace Y of X is cr-sequential 
in X. 
Let us say that tightness of X is countable, if for each A c X and each x E 2, there 
is a countable subset B of A, such that x E B. 
Since not every subspace of a sequential space is sequential, we conclude from Propo- 
sition 1 that an a-sequential space need not be sequential even if it is Tychonoff. 
Proposition 2. If for each A c X concentrated on Y such that A n Y is not closed in 
Y there is a point x E X \ A and a countable subset B of A such that x E B, then the 
tightness of Y is countable. The converse is also true. 
This is easy to prove by a standard argument. The next assertion is an obvious corollary 
of Proposition 2. 
Proposition 3. Zf Y is cx-sequential in X, then the tightness of Y is countable. 
It is natural to ask whether every space of countable tightness is a-sequential in some 
larger space X. Let us show that in the class of Hausdorff spaces this is not the case. 
Theorem 4. If Y is a-sequential in a Hausdor# space X, then Y is strongly $lter- 
Frtfchet. 
Proof. Take any A c Y and y E Y such that y E z\ A. Let B = [Alw \ {y}, where 
[Alw = u {M: M c A, IMI < w}. 
Then y E B \ B; therefore, B n Y is not closed in Y. Clearly, B is concentrated on Y. 
. It follows that there is a sequence {zn n E w} in B converging to a point z in X \ B. 
Then z E [B],. Since B c [A],, it follows that z E [A],. The definition of B and the 
fact that z is not in B now imply that z = y. 
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For each n E w let us fix a countable subset A, of A such that z, E A,. Let f?, be a 
base of X at zn. Put 3n = {V f~ A,: U E a,}, for each n E w. Then conditions (FFl)- 
(FF3) are satisfied for y, A and {3n: n E w}; therefore, Y is strongly filter-Frechet. 0 
Clearly, a countable space is strongly filter-Frechet if and only if it is filter-Frechet. 
To formulate an interesting (and easy to apply) property of filter-Frechet spaces, we 
introduce the following notion: 
A space X will be called set-Fre’chet if for each A c X and each z E 2 \ A, there is 
a sequence Q = {B,: n E w} of pairwise disjoint subsets of A such that the next two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(SFl) z is not in the closure of B,, for each n E w. 
(SF2) Each neighborhood of z intersects all but finitely many sets B,. 
If 7 is as above, we say that 7 is a set-Fre’chet sequence for A and x. 
We say that X is strongly set-Fre’chet, if 11 can be chosen to satisfy not only conditions 
(SFl) and (SF2), but the next condition as well: 
(SF3) Each II, is countable. 
Obviously, every Frechet-Urysohn space is strongly filter-Frechet. 
Proposition 5. Every jilter-Fre’chet space X is set-Fre’chet. 
Proof. Take any A c X and z E 2 \ A. By the assumption, there is a Frechet filter- 
sequence < = {3n: n E w} for A and x. We are now going to define by induction 
three sequences: a sequence p = {nk: k E Y} in w, a sequence 7 = {Un: n E w} of 
neighborhoods of x, and a sequence v = {B,: n E w} of subsets of A. 
Put no = 0 and let Bc be any element of 3s such that x is not in the closure of Ba. 
- 
Put Us = X \ Ba. Combining conditions (FFl) and (FF2), we easily find nt E w and 
- - 
Br E 3n, such that Bt c UO and z $ Br. Put Ur = Us n (X \ IIt). Proceeding in an 
obvious way by induction, we obtain our sequences p, 71 and u. 
Observe, that Bk E _Tn, for each k E w, and if k # m, then Bk fl B, = 0. Clearly, 
by slightly modifying the construction above we can also ensure that nk > k for each 
k E w. 
Let us show that v is a Frechet set-sequence for A and x. Take any neighborhood 0, 
of :c in X. By condition (FFl), there is an 1 E w such that we can find I’, E 3, with 
P, C 0, for each n > 1. Since nk 3 k and 3a, is a filter-base, C’k = Pnb n Bk is a 
nonempty subset of 0, for each k 2 1. Therefore, condition (SF2) is satisfied. Condition 
(SFl) is satisfied by the choice of Bk. Thus v is a Frechet set-sequence for A and IC. 0 
Repeating the argument above with an obvious change, we prove the next assertion: 
Proposition 6. Every strongly jilter-Fre’chet space is strongly set-Fre’chet. 
The next lemma is instrumental in establishing that certain spaces are not set-Frechet. 
Lemma 7. If X is a set-Fre’chet space, A c X and x E 2 \ A, then there are disjoint 
subsets B and C of A such that x E B and x E c. 
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Proof. Take any FrCchet set-sequence < = {B,: n E w} for A and 5. Then the sets 
B = U{Bzk: k E w} and C = u{B~k+,: k E w} obviously satisfy the conclusion in 
Lemma 7. q 
Example 8. Add to the discrete countable space w a point p from the remainder 
w* = pw \ w of the tech-Stone compactification of w. The space X = w U {p} is 
not filter-Frechet, since it is not set-Frechet, by Lemma 7 and the well known property 
of ultrafilters. Now it follows from Proposition 5, that the space X is not a-sequential 
in any larger Hausdorff space. 
Let us introduce some notations for later use. Let A c X. Let [A]’ = A. Inductively 
we define [A]” = U{[Afl]: ,8 < a} for a limit ordinal o and 
[Al a+1 = (2 E X: there is a sequence in [A]* converging to xc>. 
It is well known and easy to check that [AIW1+l = [A]“’ for every A c X. For II: E [A]“‘, 
let so(x, A) = min{P: x E [Alp}. Let us note that so(z, A) is always successor ordinal 
or 0. 
For sets A and B we denote by BA the set of all functions from A to B. 
Lemma 9. Zf X is a Hausdolff space, A c X and x E [A]“’ \ [A]‘, then there is a 
sequence < = {3n: n E w} ofjlter buses on A satisfying (FFl)-(FF3) and thefolowing 
condition: 
(*) Let #J E w“‘. For every TL E w, there is a collection {B,,i: i < 4(n)} of nonempty 
subsets of A such that B,,i n F # 8 for every F E 3n and Bn,i n B,,j = 0 for 
(? i) # (m, j). 
Proof. We prove by induction on cx = so(x, A). For Q = 2 let {x,: n E w} c [A]’ - A 
be a sequence converging to x, and A, = {x,,,: m E w} c A be a sequence converging 
to 2,. Let Z& be a base of X at x,. Define 
3n = {A, n U: U EL&}. 
Then 3n satisfies the condition of the lemma. Suppose that the assertion has been proved 
for any /3 < Q. We show the case a = so(x,A). Since so(z,A) is successor ordinal, 
we may put o = /3 + 1. Let (2,: n E w} be a sequence in [Alp converging to x 
with the property so(z,, A) < p. By the inductive assumption there is a sequence 
En = {3%0x: m E w} of filter bases on A satisfying all the conditions in the lemma 
with respect to 2, for rx E w. Let ,?& be a base of X at z,. Define 
3, = 
Uu {F 
m: m E w} n U: U E Z& and F, E 3n,, 
> > 
. 
It is immediate from the definition of 3n that < = (3%: n E w} satisfies conditions 
(FFl)-(FF3), so it remains only to show that 5 satisfies (*). Let 4 E ww. Since each & 
satisfies condition (*), we can choose a disjoint collection {B,,,,k: Ic < 4(n)} such that 
B n,m,i n B,J,~ = 8 for (m, i) # (I, j). Let V, be a neighborhood of x, in X such that 
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V, n V, = 8 for n # m. Define B,,, = (U{Bn,m,z: m E w}) n V,. From the definition 
one can easily see B,,i n B,,j = 8 for (n, i) # (m: j). The proof is complete. 0 
Example 10. There is a filter-Frechet space Y which is not a-sequential in any regular 
space X. 
Proof. Let Y = w2 U {p}. Let p, be a free ultrafilter on {n} x w. We topologize Y as 
follows: points of w2 are isolated; U is a neighborhood of p if and only if there are some 
n E w and P,, E p, for every m 3 n such that U{ P,: m > n} U {p} c U. Clearly 
Y is a filter-Frechet space. We show that Y is not a-sequential in any regular space 
X. Suppose the contrary. Let Y be a-sequential in a regular space X. If p $5’ [w*]“‘, 
then [w*]“l n Y = w* is not closed in Y. By the cu-sequentiality there is a sequence 
{Zn: n E w} c [w2]“’ converging to a point in X - [w2]“‘, which contradicts the 
definition of [in*]“’ . Now we can assume so(p, w*) = a = p + 1. Choose a sequence 
{&I: n E w} c [w*]fl converging to the point p. Let < = {3n: n E w} be a sequence of 
filter bases constructed in the above lemma, that is: < satisfies conditions (FFl)-(FF3) 
and (*), in addition we assume 3, converges to the point x72 in X by the construction. 
For each n, let 
A&={mEw: FflP#0foranyFE3nandPEp,}. 
Then, by (FFl), Mn is a finite set. Let L = {n E w: Adn # 0). 
Claim. IL/ = w. 
Proof. Assume JLI is finite. Choose no E w such that Mn = 0 for any k 3 no. Induc- 
tively we will choose sequences of natural numbers ni, mi and an open neighborhood 
UnZ of p in X satisfying: 
(1) ni < ni+l, mi < mi+l, 
(2) c,,, c Urk%, 
(3) U,, n w2 = iJ{Pi: k 3 ni}, where Pi E pk, 
(4) {x,: m.i < k < mi+t } C U,, \ Un,+,, 
(5) xk E U,% for k > mi. 
We call a neighborhood U in X of p n-full if U n {k} x w E pk for every k > n. 
Choose nt > no and a neighborhood of UA, such that VA, c U,, and UA, is nt-full. 
Choose ml such that xk E UA, for k > ml. To make sure that condition (4) is satisfied 
we have to remove points x1, x2,. . . ,x,, from VA, in the following way: since ikfk = 8 
for no < k < n1, we can choose a neighborhood vk of p in X such that each vk is 
ni-full and xk $! K for k = l,2,. ..,mt. Let U,, = UA, n n{Vk: k < ml}. Clearly 
nl , ml and U,, satisfy conditions (l)-(5). Continuing in this manner we can easily find 
n,, rni and U71a satisfying all the conditions in the above. 
To arrive at the contradiction, we are going to construct a neighborhood V of p in X 
which does not contain any x~. By the regularity of X and (4), we can choose Pk E pk 
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for ni < k 6 ni+t and Fj E Fj for mi < j < rni+t such that 
(6) Pk n Fj = 8, 
(7) pk u F’ C &, \ uni,, . 
Let U be a neighborhood of p in X such that U n w2 = U{ 4: k > no}. Let V be a 
neighborhood of p in X such that v c U. Then by (5)-(7) V ~7 {xk: k > no} = 8. The 
proof of the claim is complete. 0 
We define a function 4 E ww by $(n) = IA& I+ 1 for any n E w. By Lemma 9 there 
is a disjoint collection {B,,i: i 6 $(n)} satisfying Bn,i rl F # 0 for all F E 3;, and 
n E L. Since IA& < 4(n) and pk, k E A&, are ultrafilters on {k} x w, there is, for 
each n E w, at least one B,,in such that B,,in $! pk for any k E n/r,. Now to obtain 
the contradiction we repeat the same arguments in the proof of the Claim as follows: let 
& = {B,,i,, n F: F E Fn} for n E w; then r] = {&: n E w} satisfies the conditions 
(FFl)-(FF3) and (*), in addition G, converges to the point 2,. Let 
N,={m~w: GnP#0foranyGE&andPEp,}. 
Then by the choice of Gn, N, = 0 for every n E w, that is, if we define 
N = {n E w: N, # 0}, 
then N = 0. By the Claim, if L is finite, then there is a neighborhood of p in X which 
misses almost all {kr 7L: n E w}. By using N instead of L, we can find a neighborhood of 
p which miss almost all {x~: n E w}. This is a contradiction. The proof is complete. 0 
Remark 11. If Z is a subspace of Y where Y is a-sequential in X, then Z is a-sequential 
in X. A space Y is Ti-potentially a-sequential (where i = 1,2,3,3.5,4,5), if there is a 
Ti-space X containing Y as a subspace, such that Y is cr-sequential in X. Example 8 
shows that not every countable Tychonoff space is 2-potentially a-sequential. 
Remark 12. Assuming the continuum hypothesis (CH), there are two Frechet spaces X 
and Y such that their product space X x Y contains a homeomorphic copy of w U {p}, 
where p E w* = pw - w [lo]. Therefore the product of two countable a-sequential 
Tychonoff spaces need not be !&-potentially a-sequential. 
Problem 13. Is C,(1) potentially o-sequential, where I = [0, l] is the closed unit inter- 
val? 
Note the following obvious assertion: 
Proposition 14. If a space X is strongly set-Frechet (in particulai; strongly jlter- 
Frkchet), then the tightness of X is countable. 
On the other hand, it is not difficult to construct an example of a filter-Frechet space 
which is not strongly filter-Frechet. For example, consider a set X = w x WI U {p}, where 
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p $ w x wr topologized as follows: topology of the subset w x (WI + 1) is discrete; a 
neighborhood base of the point {p} is given by 
{{(VU): WI + 1 > Q > f(n), 72 > m} U {p}: m E w. f E w’;‘}. 
Then p E w x wl. It is easy to find filters Fn which satisfy, with respect to p and w x WI, 
(PFl) and (FP2) but not (FF3). 
Problem 15. Is it true in ZFC that if a compact Hausdorff space X is strongly filter- 
Frechet, then X is sequential? 
By Proposition 14, consistently the answer is “yes” (see [ 11, Section 21, for example). 
Problem 16. Is it true that every compact Hausdorff space which is filter-Frechet, is also 
strongly filter-Frechet? 
Note in this connection the next result which easily follows from the well-known 
characterization of the tightness of compact Hausdorff spaces by means of the free 
sequences and a theorem of Juhasz and Szentmiklossy [8] on the existence of convergent 
free sequences. 
Theorem 17. If a compact Hausdo$ space X is set-Fre’chet (in particular; jilter- 
Frkhet), then the tightness of X is countable. 
Let us say that tightness of Y in X is countable, if for each A c Y and each x E X 
such that x E A, there is a countable subset B of A, such that 5 E ??. The following 
slightly more general assertion is obviously also true: 
Proposition 18. Zf Y is a hereditarily separable space, then the tightness of Y in every 
larger space is countable. 
Malykhin [9] has constructed under CH a hereditarily separable countably compact 
hereditarily normal topological group G such that the tightness of G x G is uncountable. 
By Proposition 18, the tightness of G in every compact Hausdorff extension bG of the 
space G is countable, while the tightness of G x G in bG x bG is uncountable. But the 
next question remains open: 
Problem 19. Find in ZFC a compact Hausdorff space X with a subspace Y such that 
the tightness of Y in X is countable, and the tightness of Y x Y in X x X is uncountable. 
Can one make Y to be hereditarily separable? 
One of the main problems is the next one: 
General problem 20. Characterize T,-potentially a-sequential spaces. 
In conclusion, we present two more definitions of relative sequentiality. 
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Let us say that Y is sequential in X (weakly sequential in) X, if for each subset A 
of Y which is not closed in X (which is not closed in Y), there is a sequence in A 
converging to a point in X \ A. 
Example 21. Let Y = {a E WI: a is not a limit of limit ordinals } U {WI}. Then Y is 
a subspace of an ordinal space X = wi + 1. Clearly Y is (weakly) sequential in X, while 
the tightness of Y is not countable. Therefore, “Y is (weakly) sequential in X” does not 
imply “Y is a-sequential in X”. 
An interesting problem is to characterize potentially sequential spaces (defined in an 
obvious way) in the class of Tychonoff spaces or Hausdorff spaces. 
It can be shown that the space w U {p}, p E w*, is sequential in some larger Tychonoff 
space. 
A point p in X is called P-point in X if the intersection of countably many neigh- 
borhood of p is again a neighborhood of p. It is well known that there is P-point in 
w* = pw \ w under CH. 
Example 22. Let us assume CH. Then there exists a P-point p in wt. If F is any 
countable family of neighborhoods of p in w*, then the intersection of F is again a 
neighborhood of p. From CH it now follows that there is a transfinite sequence Q = 
{Uol: o < wi } of open and closed subsets of w* such that {p} = n 7. Then there is a 
natural continuous mapping g of w* onto the ordinal space wi + 1 such that g(p) = w1 
and g-‘(g(p)) = {p} (see [6, 3.12.171). The mapping g generates a continuous mapping 
f of /3w onto a Hausdorff compactification bw of the discrete space w, such that bw \ w 
is the ordinal space wi + 1. The restriction of f to w* is g, and the restriction of f to w 
is the identity mapping. Clearly, f-‘(f(p)) = {p} and f-‘(n) = n for each 12 E w. Let 
us denote by a the point wi E bw, so that we do not mix it with the subset wi of bw. 
Let Y be the subspace N U {a} of bw. Put X = bw. The subspace 2 = w U {p} of 
,Bw is homeomorphic to Y, since f-‘(Y) = w U {p}, and the restriction of f to 2 is 
a one-to-one mapping of 2 onto Y. Clearly, X is first countable at all points different 
from a. 
Let us now show that Y is sequential in X. Take any infinite subset A of Y. The space 
Y, being homeomorphic to 2, does not contain infinite compact subsets. Therefore, the 
set B = A U {a} is not closed in X. Take any point z E B \ B. Then 2 # a, which 
implies that X is first countable at Z. It follows that there is a sequence in A converging 
to 2. Hence, Y is sequential in X. Note that X is compact and Hausdorff. Since Y 
is homeomorphic to 2, we may reformulate the conclusion as follows: under CH, ifp 
is a P-point, then the subspace w U {p} of p w is potentially sequential in the class of 
compact Hausdo fl spaces. 
Example 23. Let p E w*. Then Y = w U {p} is potentially sequential in the class 
of pseudocompact Hausdorff spaces. Let {xca: (Y E A} be a maximal almost disjoint 
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collection on w such that 2, $ p for every cy E A. Let 
x = w u {{&}: (Y E A} u {p}. 
Topologize X so that: points in w are isolated, neighborhoods of points {ICY} have the 
form {z~} U xa \ F, where F is a finite subset of 2, and neighborhoods of p have the 
form PU{{:c,}: P- 2, is a finite set} U {p}, where P E p. Now it is easy to check 
that Y is potentially sequential in X, and X is pseudocompact Hausdorff space. 
Let us introduce yet another definition of relative sequentiality. We say that Y is p- 
sequential in X, if for each A c X concentrated on Y, such that A is not closed in X, 
there is a sequence in A converging to a point in X \ A. The next two assertions are 
obvious. 
Proposition 24. If Y is P-sequential in X, then Y is cu-sequential in X and Y is 
sequential in X. 
Thus, @-sequentiality combines cu-sequentiality and sequentiality. But we dot no know 
an example for the following problem: 
Problem 25. Find a space Y which is both a-sequential in X and sequential in X, while 
Y is not P-sequential in X. 
We also do not know an example for the following problem: 
Problem 26. Find an a-sequential space which is not subsequential. 
The next assertion is not difficult to prove. 
Proposition 27. If Y is P-sequential in X, then the tightness of Y in X is countable. 
Remark 28. In general a sequential space need not be sequential in a larger space. For 
example a sequential space WI is not sequential in WI + 1. 
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